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nothing, •the:refone by time a patrolGillespie, of Dunkineely, Ireland,
man could be. autunumed the person
letter filled with Shamrocks which
for arrest could get away..
were ten days on the road getting
over
talked
The
here. They stood the trip pretty well
several things last night but these
but have to be placed in water to
were &bout the only things done.
bring them out natural again.
• Mr. Dick Sutherland, member of
The .solonel• every year receives
the board, yesterday left Los Anfrom his former -home a shipment t
geles, Gal., and will arrive here 'the
of the Shr•••••,
•
,
•`-'.. -4.: :•-• •• ‘'' - Iao .of this week l4s has hen otit
ant-,.,..,
-;.73
iri.:16-..•i;; „:
11,
41.16{Kiglirei
'there all
t 11
his
likewise this year, next Saturday bePARTIAL
REPORT
,
AMENDMEN
OF
out
her
T
left
health.
bad
FIXING
He
is
who
is
GRADED ing St. Patrick's day
'
RELSON AND WOOVERN
and the time J. W. BEAN WANTS ,,
there to 'remain until she fully recovOHIO STATE EXAMINERS
LICENSE TAX PASSED. for wearing theni.
ROUNDS ers.
TO GO SIX
PART OF DAMAGES.

A FIERCE FIGHT

MILLION SHORT, REVENUE. BILL

Aitimiissioncrs

WORKED GAME

County Treasurer .4 This As Amended Passed the
Much in Arrears.
Senate.

Will Be That Tomorrow
. Night at Philadelphia.

To Get important Witness
Back to Kentucky.

_th,

Referee
to

Re

Will
To:

W. B. SMITH'S
MANY CHARGES

Allo

Either

&raki,".

RULES
114.
GOVElla TILE
dr.

sTiucr

LOTION
CONTINUED AT LOUIS-

aArti.g

WILL ligiNVISLY

Found

That

the

Treasurer

Had Rectifiers Must Pay $5oo for Hun-

Advanced Salaries to
Clerks,

dred 'ffhousand Gallons and

in

Sioscloo for

HALF RATE
FOR CHILDREtti

Territory According to Contract.

."T•;
LOST MANY
:THOUSANDS

BE
DOLLARS Ile INTEREST

ADJOURNMENT BE TAKENBY LEGISLATURE TODAY.

ARRANGEMENTS HAVE ABOUT SUIT RECALLS
THE
BEEN COMPLETED FOR
. AWFUL RAWSON

.

.
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Claimitig He Got Son On Kentucky

THIS.

DISASTER-

VILLE.
•.
Columbus, 0., March tar-Couto
Philadelphia, March 1a.—There was
Frankfort, Ky., March It—The
Yesterday in the eirucuirt cost
ty Treasurer Ruch K. Hynicka, Of senate passed tile amended
another large crowd in attendance at
J.
revenue
W.
Bean filed suit against Lawyers
Hamilton
Mr.
county,
under
Bleecker Will Consider a Rea strict cog- bill tips afterstoon.
Rosedale Inn to see Battling Nelson Several Suits For Divan, Instituted
Taylor
and Lucas, L. E.. Stevenson,.
struction of the law, was short $4,training for his bout. with. Testy McReverts submitted by the commitquest for Reduction to Children,
Annie Nichols and B. F.. Flint for
2s8„679.5t Jan. to, according to 1 tee
'' Govern, which takes place Wedne.o.
In the Local Circuit Court—
appointed to investigate the con$o3ota claimed due him for services
partial report filed Saturday with the duct
day night. Nelson was up
at 7
But Non" to Grown People.
of state affairs, show that the
performed in the damage suits filed
Commissione
r
Property.
Sold
auditor
of
state
ate
by
Examiners
o'clock and took a spin on the road
•Harbeson amendment, fixing a gradagainst the Illinois •Centrat railroad=
'N
Jblin A. Bliss and H. R. Brown, of
as far as Chester- aria back, a dised kcense tax for rectifiers at $5oo
as a result of the Dawson .ffiensters
the bureau of public accounting, who
.....o
tance of ten etal tiLlott
I
tted the
fdr roo,000 Italians or less, and $2,.
It is probabha that General Man- of three years
ago. In hiasuit Bean
Monday the spring term of United are investigating public officials of 300 for
first lap, but
'
,stretc h
--ecoer, of the traction files a paper signed
rectifiers. of over 0000,000
by Taylor, Luca.',
on a run, comfit' inks is quarters States court commenced at Louis- Hamilton county.
con
.,,
allow the' school chil- Stevenson and others,
The partial report cities Sections gallons, passed the senate
stating that
with a glowing face. After a bath ville, while for today there had been
deers oi this city again the free use he was advanced
eeoo. one wart or
and eubdown he played a game of docketed the charges against W. B. 1084, 1114 and 6841 as the guide to
half
of
rate".
Frankfort Ky., March 12.—The
over the street car line, get ten per cent, of
roko, and then rested up until 3 Smith, the banker formerly of here, what the county treasurer shoul4 do.
damagea_gotten,
legislature is rapidly winding u pits but in doing this probabilities are the if certain contengeticie
s arose,
o'clock, when he went into the gym but more recently of the Falls City. The last-named section declares the
t
company
will
quit
selling the books .Although
business preparing for an adjourns
occuring over three
and stripped to prepare for a good Word from that place, though is that loaning of public money to banks to
II
ment tomorrow.
A great deal of Q( row tickets to grown people for $4. years ago the 'Dawson cases. are alit
afternoon's work either using the it is more than, probable the indict- be embezzlement.
work will ant accomplished in the This was ,the understanding reachea ways fresh in the
to
But
explain
aitiarent
the
all
of
minds of the peoexerciser and punching the bag he ments against him will be continued
yeattetday when the railroad- cons ple. Mrs.
L. E. Stevenson was
took on Kid Abide 'Eddies Leonard natal the next term .became of Hie deficit, Treasurer iHynicka exhibited meantime.
mittee
of
the
council
and
aldermanic
kilned, Miss Johnnie Smith was
and Frank McKinley for two rounds Unusually crowded condition of the certificates of deposit from. Cincinnati
board held a coniftente with the gen- killed, Annie
•
pay ihr
es at Prilkin.
banks and checks held for payment.
Nichols' foot was cut
each. The Dane thaaeturnd his ate docket Ior this session.
eral manager to request that he off, B.
Frankfort!' y March 12.
F. Flint's little girt: injured,
ifte had on deposit with the banks,
tention to Hugh Mellibliee, whom he :thee,. are
abrogate
quite a number of
the order of his issocel last and others
was reoeiving the late Clerk; inn adminiskred the
for which he
hurt, by
wrestled with for abonti:tweeersesise. :Iterges 'against him
ther getting of misappropria- "gatnities" unearthed by the Lexow oath of office to Prison Commission- week, declining tot %greeter let any- caught upon the
utes. fAchiahon weighs ,- 180 poueda, tion of funds
trestle
by the onover
one
twelve
belonging to the Wkat- committee, $911419.27.
II of age ride on ccming .freight
ers H. S. McCutchen and Eli H.
but the Battler seemed -to enjoy .be-• cm National
train -that wee inhalf-fare
tickets
that
bank of Louisville, Of
only
cost
two
charge of Engineer Robe* Bean,
He had the cheeks of favored Brov;n, who were elected at the
ing thrown around,.he his heavy opand one-half cents.
%teach he was president until the in- friends dated December 12 and
and which freight crathed sight/ inao, present assembly session for a term
ponent.
For years the street car company to the
stitution was closed' by the national 1905, which be was holding for pay- of four years.
midst of the party who had
The commissioners has been
In the coming battle between Mcletting all school chifdreo gone' u6
bank
examiners
some
months
ago.
It
January
to
es
held
a
ment
brief
from
anywhere
from here -to attend the'
meeting, adjourning to ride,. on the
'eseern and Nelson the Marquis of
half-rate, no ,matter why* big
was reported that he would tutu February 1, Igoe, to he aggregate mee tagain
annual ficnic the local R C. erpon Tuesday„April 8, their age
Queensbury rules will be interpreted
is.
,
N
low
last
week
the pioyes gave 11
next. At that time a number of management
differently than they have been be- over about $75,000 of his money to of $344•680
that springss..
helped an order, directThe examiners foun the assets of changes among officials and em ing
After the accident Lawyers Taylor
fore in Philacklphis. Al? the details the bank and make good the losses
that
hereafter
none
children
but
and Lucas brought suit against the
have now been arranged and the laid at his door and in this manner Hamilton county, on January ao, to loyesp orthe two state prisons are under twelve
years of age be perrailroad for damages for the parties
referee will not be allowed to touch have dismissed the charges against be $3,1 rs.951.87, and the liabilities expected to be announced. It is be- mitted to use these
half- rate checks,
killed and injured, getting, verdict
either boxer with his hands, but must tom, but additional word along this $4,374,241.38, showing an apparent de- lieved the Warden E. T. Lollard, of white every other
child
must pay full
line
from
$1,258,679.51.
the
United
States district ficit of
for gloom for the death of
break there by speaking to them. If
the mais prison bete, and Warden fare.
The examiners report that of $tati.- Hereryir liagerman of the Eddraille
one of th4 contestants is knocked attorney is that nothing will be
Thursday night of last %weir Meier- Steverrsoa, Woe for Miss' Nichols
down the man on his feet must ,retire dropped, but the prosecutions con- A58.69 delinquent personal tax, col- branch pekoe, will be re-elected to man Bell brought up this question in for loss of her foot, and $75 for into his 'corner until the other matt ducted vigorously, deapite reparation lections on the last settlemerits, $t18,- those orktes. at the April meeting.
his board and the railroad committee juries to the Flint child.
56o.26, should have been collected on
rises; that is, if he can get up befori from a monetary standpoint.
J. W. Bean is the father of RbbThe, most important amendment was directed to call on Mr. Bleecker
This means made by,
auditor's certificates.
the count of ten. Jf either man is
Wants To Be Un-tied.
the senate to the revenue and see if he would-not resume the ert Bean, the engineer who had
knocked down in his opponents corWilliam I. Rutherford yesterday in that under the Hamilton county sys- a
of the freight tram engine
iantde amnion bill was the adoption old custom of letting all the school
ner the other must go to the opposite the circuit court filed suit against tem the treasurer would have, colover the people. After the
y night of an amend- children use the two and one-half
corner,
his wife Jessie G. Rutherford Vor lected a 5 per cent. fee on the $i1$,- mentrSenator Johnson re- cent tickets in going WInd forth
suits were filed, they had to
which
he
Billy Nolan received - notioe from divorce. They married at Chatta• 6o or a graft of $5928, to
tihued several timer, acconot
wraps
on corporations from over the tine. Ttilm'e
ittee calkd
the club that he must have Nelson in noogn, Tenn., During t899., and he is not entitled.
forty to
•on the general manager yesterday of the plaintiffs not being able do
tty cents on fit000.
counting
fo(uid
examiners
in
The
the ring ready to weigh in at one claims she deserted him during Janhe was not inclined to set aside catch Engineer Bean in- this Mete the assets that the treasurer had ad- Senate*. Otarlton's amendment to and
minute past to o'clock at the stipu- uary, Ico3.
.
reduce the tax on trading stamp the order and let all children ride on and serve, on him a summons, comsaltheir
clerks
on
eto,681
vanced
to
lated weight, 133 pounds. Both Mcthe half rate checks. Finally durin peting his atttendance at court, to
Another Misruled Pair.
aries from Sopternber as, 19os, to companies from $5oo to $to was
Govern and Nelson will have to strip
the conference it was brought o give evidence needed. Iv seems the
Jesse Copland sued his wife Rosa January 4, 106, to be eharged against adopted.
in the ring and wilt not. be allowed
Copeland for
Senator Cox's amendment to re- that the company was • selling to T. C. transferred Engineer- .Bean to.
dissolution of their the percentage account at the Febto leave it after weighing in, which
duce
martial
license on wholesale cigarettes grown people books of se' ticldets for a run down in Mississippi's* that he
ties,
'They
married
this
in
setterment.
rury
also must be done is full view of the
fe, thereby knocking off jr when this would not have to run loop this city
county
from
six
years
Veto
to $25 was adopted.
ago
and
he
charges
The:kremlin:Ts My that if HYaudience.
Ward's amendment, reducing the many tickets are purchased; because or state. Before a witness can be
tA very wealthy' contractor of this that she abandoned him three years nicka's evidences of credit had been
license,
later.
been
oo druggists who sell liquor it five cents each they would'cost $5. compelled to attend come, he must
have
would
in legal form there
city whot does not wish his name
It was then suggested to Mu' SleectoCenantillstasers' Sales.
an apparent surplus of lone. which in less than quarts from $15o to er that the grown peopte
mentioned, has proton's& Verson a
are neve
(Continued on Page Eight.)
$too
Master
was
dent.
adopted.
Commissioner
s
treasurer's
per
represents
Despite
Cecil Reed,
the
the ef- able to pay
St,000 horse and out& if he wins
children
rate
full
than
the
forts of whisky interests, the license
from MkGovern, Nolan mated that of the circuit court, yesterday sold and had no place in the treasury.
and that it would be a good plan to
The examiners say by reason of on retail saloons was left at $a25. pat
they were just as confident as ever severai‘ pikes of property pursuant
the school children back on halfto court orders in different suits.
the county commissioners not having This is the amendment that caused rate, and make
of *inning the ifigiti. ' • ‘.. I
the old people pay
In the action of William Turnho take• advantage of the depository the greatest discussion in the house. five cents straight for their ttocike. of
have
taxpayers
against Sarah BTOW11 property at law Hamilton county
The license, ion- agents who loan tickets, or
$5 'for too instead fo
Seventh and Tennessee streets was lost many thousands of dollars in in- money at high ewe on salaries and as at present. The •conesnittee will
reeest.
furniture was raised to $acio.
tought by Chris Berger for $6so.
BECOMES
reconwnead to the council and alder- JUtDGE GREGORY
In the ex parte suit of Willie B.
Judge Sanders yesterday stated , The license for retailing patent men that the traction line be
reCOLONEL QF FIRST
Weake property at Twenty-first and that he would Nip morning docket medicines was made $too for the quested to do this. Mk. Ili...eater.
••
state
Jefferson
instead of for each county.
streets was bought in , by the cases against Colonel Gus G.
BAD PLACES
REGIMENT.
promising. to put the half rate back
Mrs. Weeks for $4,3oo.
Singleton and Captaln Dick Howard, The license on retailers of oleo- for the children and cut out the reCENTRAL littK*3
.4KitTProperty at Fourth and Elizabeth who had a friendly fisticuff last weekoinargerinc wag increased from $5 to duction made to grown people on the
streets
was brought in for $535 by in the latter's bedroom.
l$50
books. the half rate will not go ft Is Thought Biscoe Hindnem Will.
MENT ROMS.
r,
Mrs. Kate Sanders in the suit of Al11 ; •
into effect until the full boards have
•o.
B. Adjutant-General for State
-•-••••141•••1,
. lie McCord against Harry Augustus.
passedk on the proplasition.
Herdefter,
James
Sleeth
on
the
bought
half
going
rate
for
$78o
prop
Sexton Joseph -Mataison of
Oak
of Kentucky.
back for the school children; it will
erty at Eighth and Ohio streets in
be effective only diming the certain
Iiirove Is Given Police ReverLsIT'S the slit of Lydia Armstrong' against
hours that the little ones are going
lentil,.4rmstrong.
•
Sutherland En Route Home.
back and forth from their hornets and •Dispatches from joniisville show
Henry Diehl, Sr., bought for $,too
M-arcit ea.—The Ps Portne, -city Tieket agent
Los'- Wholes: -The-- h9nes dectted• on yes-- _that-Risco* ellinderren-hae -resigned a'r
ne7i-n-di-vid-ecT third !Merest in prop- • S.;--ittentriati; 0.,
man
got
straight
a
two-cent
rate
to terday were from 7:30 yetil ft3o a. solonel of the First Kentucky regisecand
first
claims
the
erty, T
rikv.
oTliird between Washington & Cst. S. W.
ment of infantry state guards, and
Detroit,-as Michigan also -hits a two- m.,. 11:45 a. m. to 1:30 ps m., and
Last evening at the meeting of the and
i
*recta, in the suit of
tent law. He paid $5.55. It would 0. in. to 5 p. m. The primary rooms that his possible sucCeShor is Judge
board of police and fire commissiost- Diehl; k -against Lawrence Dallano
Cincinnati Saturday, when the new have cost him $7.30 Friday
•ers report was made to the body by ailettipistrator of the estate
at the schools dismiss st..34te riclock Gregory, lieutemot colonel of- thee
of Kate rate went into effect. The first sale
Chief James Woods, of the fire de- aiege r. ,
1 Passenger officials say that some each afternoon, but as all these chil- regiment, The latter has just retired
partment, that the roof of Cetiftai
was made at the city ticket office. newspapers which have assumed to dren are under twelve years of alit. as county judge for 'Jefferson comm-.
4, Woman Went to JaiL
publish the new rates have all got there Le no necessity for making au ty, in which is locatir Louisville..
atition, on North 'Fourth street, was
Yesterday le toe opine of Justice Traction Building at to a. m. Friday it wrong. The Itivi,. makes the rate hoer arrangement for
badly in need of repairing and sometheir especial Ile has as his law partner, HIM,
Charles Emery a fine kif.$to was into to Mira. Geo. H. Meyers, of Parkers- in each case so
thing should be done rigattt •
•
it figures even 'benefit, as they. can tide at all hours James Ray, the well known attorneys
remedy the condition of affairs. As posed on Annie Cartwright fin' curs- burg, W. Va., who had been visit- money. Thus it6 miles calls for a on the tickets. These- hours are for formierty associated with Lawyer E„,
the commiesioners can do nothing.as ing Mimics Neese, a. Greek pedditr, ing in Cincinnati. The date stamp ticket at $2 ea instead of $2.32. For special 'benefit of the ones rivet- 12 H. Pinnear, of 'this city, and, when
several years ago went to Fraekfott
to ordering the repairs they voted to who sold !Ito I class which did not 'was changed, so the ticket could not 117 miles the rate is $8.35. Clergr" years of age.
as private secretary te,Thornas Nonu,,
',
be shed until Saturday. Had the men have to pay full fare.
lay the question before the council afterwards please her.
The • This re-arrangement of the halfjudge
Justice Emery called his monthly Ocket borne a Friday'stamp it would rate of one fare
of the appellate collet from/ thist
rate
privilege
next Mlonday evening, shd erdellffnen
will
be
greeted
all
byfor round trips (111
She got
for Sundaya and all other special rates the echool eltildrea evrywhere with district. ildt. Ray resigned that place
the following Thursday night, and docket yesterday and set the date on have cost her 116.
great pleanest, butt they will have to the first of this year to igo with Jaulkeet
have them to order the work done. which the different actions will be 415.
are now ineffective.
'Gregory, and he was succeededtried
this
coming
Assistant
weeks.
roar
City
Thither a hard rainfall, or right after
L. P. Harris,
Interchangeable mileage tickets, wait a week before the new ruling
Ticket Agent, made the sale. The good oft aa lime, sold at two coats goes into effect, as it will be next the -secretaryship by Lawyer .Atf,d
a snowfall, the water rune through
Watch Await, Owner.
second sate, so far as can be learned a -mile, are honored the same as be- weellibefore the eouncil and aldermen Hendrick, son of Hon. John e, illea,the roof at many splints lurtto; dries
4
meet1 tooframejp their request for
down onto the second and
was made by John Resteurmeyer, fore.
, drick, of here. fudge likegory is a,
Siiturday a passenger on the Dick
thorough military mat and would
the
tine.
been
car
many
It has
months Awe the
change went into effect
The
Fowler, got off the boat at Cairo en Assistant Ticket Agent at the Cenmake a fine colonel, he having seen
roofing was repaired. ,
Depot, at 2:3o a. rfi. Sat- smoothly and no delays or disputes
Union
tral
route to Sikeston, Mb. He missed
years
of service and being' unusually
Escaped
From Lockup.
urday. It was also to. Parkersburg, arose.
The commissioners gave'. Joseph lirkiisteh
tlegraphed back td
itopular with the differerireompanies
Mattison, sexton of Oak Grove Detective Baker, of this
W.,
B.
the
&
over
S.
the
01
purchass
Yesterdei Will Taylor and Charles connvosing his regiment./
city to
cemetery, police' powers to Make ar- search the boat 'when it got back et saving $t./35 'as a result of the new
SHAMROCKS.
Groeshart prized open the side door
It is ramored that Iliatoe Hindman
rests when he deemed it advisable. here. The detective did so and found law.
of the city loclem and made their will becorne adjutant general of this
Numerous times matters arise * the the tieker on Elijah Renfro, colored, Leo Lowman. shirt Manufacturer. Colonel Dorian Received Some of escape while none
of the officer% were state' to succeed Peter Haley, who
ground where the serrates- ofeeen Who was locket, up. The watch is of West Pearl street purchased the
Them Yesterday from Ireland.
watching. Grosshart was in on the hats been selected by G4vernor Peekofficer are -necessary, but as the sex- being held for the Sikeston man, who first two-cent-fare tletket at the 'big 'Colonel John J. Dorian, the genial charge of fighting, while Taylor sva
as one of the hoard of three to
ton heretofore has neve.OW.seseed has,not riturted to Claim it. The Four ckty ticket oftNe. , The sale eity treasurer, resterda3- morning refine for whipping his control the lunatic,. institutions of the)
serving
lk
ZIA
ha
the powers of an officeeke„..eld
was made at 8 a, tr4 hy Robert P.:
esti/se from his sister, Kn. Anne wife.
negro is still
jsk
2 commonwealth.
.
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FOR BEST MAN STOCKS BEING ,
DISPOSED OF DRAGGING

LITTLE OR NO

POLITICS

CITY ELECTION

IN

Al'

KANSAS CITY.,

FURNITURE

FACTORY

AND

WEAKS BROTHERS SELLThe Extension of

Street

ING OUT.

Railway

Franchise the Issue—Ciaossad
,

PM 5?

that Extension is Worth

Big Gathering hy the Farmers' Insti-

Saossao,000.

tute at Courthouse- Tomorrow—
kliatel World Talks.

Kasad City., March ear---:There
real politics in she city
isn't ni
The furniture factory retail departelection. There's enough of it among ment on South Third street, near
the polcians. hat the pestple are Ilarciadwitor, :a ;gradually closing out
not asking Ow ,psJiticel parties the and Metnager Woolfolk thinks they
candidates represent. What they will leave idieposed of nearly all of
mainly want to know is whether their stock lay the middle or last of
the mayor will clean the streets, next month. They are cutting prices
whtp she transit compane into at leo that the public is compelled to
least ,pantial submission .an arrange
!LAY, thicaoaleing 'so eager to get rid
terms with the gas corgormion.
fi ef Are reuiil goods. so as to devote
Mr. 43earrds1ov, the „Republican 'their entire time to the wholesale
.candidate, promises to olo what the digurtment and facaore.. They are
:people want. So does Mc. 4Gregory, & hot to give up the peeeent retail
who will be formally asomiwated by
'ng auntil the last of April, as
the Democrats.
-contract with Gardner calls- for
Both candidates carry heavy bur- that. The Garner furniture house
dens. Mr. aleardeley liming :a Repub- wl *ow inte the others quarters
lican, has much to explain if he when the factory people get out.
.understaikee tte tell Why tfhe immune
-administration has not smanggeti city
Much Stock On Hand.
z. affairs with more skill. .Mr. r egory
Bros. & Co., wholesale
Illisniks
The
/-on the othe hand, has ,Oust emerged grocery establishment is fast selling
frosn a campaign far the -nomination out its stock of goods also to quit
that he has developed agoodschal of business, but as yet they have lots
had feeling. Even cow, betweeit the of stock, left, the goads carried there
primary and convention, there is talk being of such a huge nature that it
,of courts, of misused polies! .and takes quite a white to get rid of
endless fraud'-in the river wards.
everything
ommmorlimmo
Citisens sal the *awn have it in
their power to bring -about great reWorking Nights.
forms if they are but sure of t he
The Hardy Buggy company is
man who will produce results. flo rapidly building up such a large busiqther city has a 'better opporinni•ty ness, that every department except
.for ilse ;reorganization mei improv e- the blacksmithing is running day and
ment ofF its important utilities. The night, tilling orders. President John
Metr000litan Street Raihasad Con t- V.. Hardy has returned front a several
patty, which has the same sort of Is weelcs' drumming trip down in Ten
monopoly in Kansas City that— th e nessee.
United Railways Company enjoys iie
Farmers' Institute.
St. Louis, is looking for an extenTomorrow morning at ro o'clock
sion of its franchiar. In payment,.
it suggests that it might build a. there will be held at the county courtmuch :needed tunnel .at Twelfth St house the fog meeting of farmers and
The citizens and the newspapers. on others for the purpose of being adthe other hand, say that *le eieten- dressed by Hon. Hubert Vreeland,
sion of the franchise is worth about commissioner of agriculture for this
$10,000,00o. Each candidate charges state, who has signified his intontion
"that the other is willing so tirade • of accepting the invitation extended
the city's birthrigist for a hale ie the Thins to visit 'this city. The gathering
ground. This is, of colorise, the meal is -under ausprees of the Farmers' Incainpaig-n fabrication. It 'becomes a stitute that was organized last week,
question, therefore, of which num and which has been advocated for a
will make the better bargain for thc Jong while by The Register.
The object of the organization is to
people.
'promote all tharacter of farming and
truck gardening in this section of the
rotmtry. and make Paducah the big
market it shoeld be. M. Vreeland
will arrive tomorrow night and be
here an of the 'following day.
FARMERS
WANT
HIGHWAY
Commercial Club.
FROM EPPERSON TO GA
The -semi-monthly meeting of the
Commercial club will be held this
RITSON'S CHAPEL.
evening at the general assembly
ellerither of. the city hair At that
eonr there iwilrhe carried out a proLucyette Soule Empowered to R
enwne arrange-II for the purpnse, at
which
a number of gentlemen will
lint:surge Herself for Insurance
ekiver talks upon commercial and
ferric matters pertaining to this city.
and Taxes Paid.

Read
ThIs

"I had dragging pains and fallingwomb,"writesMrs.Ifla Baytes
of Sherwood, Tenn. "My health
was bad and I could hardly do my
work. Cardui cored me."

1.

Women suffer agonies from pains of which men have no comprehension. One of
these is that awful, bearing-down or dragging 'pain, which so often, in some women, forms
a part of the monthly sickness, and in others continues from month to month,week to week,
day to day, till death itself would often be welcomed as a relief. What does it mean? It
means, probably, that your womb is bent, twisted, turned inside out, or falling down, as a
result of a tdai weakness of those muscular fibers, which are supposed to keep it straight
and hold' Ain place. It means, that if you do not take immediate steps to cure this:trouble
you may become an invalid for life. It means, that you must lose no time, but go for relief
and.cure, to the one medicine which will be ale to benefit and cure you, as it has bene-•
fited and cured a million other happy, rejoicing women, viz:
freely aid Muddy,In strictest ocialltielne, tuIi
as all year symptoms and troubles. We mad
fres advice(le plata sealed envelops) hew to cure
than. Addams: Ladles' Advisory Dept., Tbs
Chattiseeill...Isms.
Cbettilletilpt

WIFE'S CLAIM
REFEREE BAGBY

WILL *PASS

"What is that spot?"
"That," explained the phrenologist,
"is the place originally intended for
your conscience."
Detroit Free
Press

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency

Illinois Central Weekly Excursions to California. Excursion cars
We Write Anything in Insurance
through to Los Angeles and Sao
RIGHT AWAY.
Fratiaisco as follows: Via New OrPhones:01Am 385--Itasideam 1696
leans and the Southern Routes ev- Office:306 Broadway
Philip Stephon Yesterday Morning ery Friday from Chicago; every Toes
day from Cincinnati and Louievills
for $6,000 Bought in the Hessler
via Omaha and the Scenic Route every Wednesday from Chicago.
Distillery.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents oh
the Illinois Central and connectira
Referee E. W. 13agby, of the bank- lines dr by addressing eitber of the
130 SOUTH THIRD ST.
ruptcy court, yesterday stated tha, undersigned.
PADUCAH. KV
within the next few 4ays he would
Jos. Biggs, D. P.' A.. Ciecinnati,
dispose of the, claim pf Frs. Tillie
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis
Schwab, against the bktupt estate ville.
of her husband, Mose*
hwab, for,
Tohn A' Scott, A. G. P. A., Men
about $2,000. Mrs. Schwab claims pub.
she transferred her interest in the
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
-clothing and dry goods stock to her
Qicago.
husband, and that he owes her a
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A.,
large suns of money for her interest
Chicago.
in the establishment.
The other
creditors of the Scbviob estate claim
One-Way Colonists.
she has no claim, as she not
notify any of
creditors
the
One the seine date, one-way secon
either
she ond class tickets will be
sido, therefore
sold at remade her husband a present of her duced rates to similar
territory, and
interest .in the stock, inasmuch as to Montana, Utah,
Washington and
there is nothing existing to show she Oregon; also to San
Francisco, Los
sold it to him. The lawyers are now Angeles and San Diego,
Cal., and to
arguing the matter before he referee Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
who expects to shortly render some
Fos filrther information apple to,
decision. The other creditors against
Y. T. DONOVAN,
her husband do not want the wife's
Agent. Paducah, Ky.
claim allowed, but want the money
G. C. WARF1ELD.
divented to liquidation of their acT. A., Union Depot.
counts against Schwab.
notacmi REAL- sr • ... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM iEASt
Excursion—Se Louis.
Sale Confirmed.
The Illinois Centra, 2. R. will run
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WES CERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
'Yesterday Referee Bagby of the a special excursidn to St Louis, hay
bankrupt court, confirmerf the sale of ing Paducah Union depot at 8 a. m.,
MBE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.
Y.nicers, New York, property con- March 22nd, via Cairo, fare for the
ones le so. WIIIIIITTEMONAL
ducted by Trustee Mertin of the Dry- round trip $3.00. Tickets will be
fus Bros.' bankrupts& proceedings. good returning for 3 day4 on reoular
trainee No baggage will be checked
New Manager for Palmer.
Discharges Received.
on these tickets, nor will they be
Tim last issue of the Hotel World, Clerk John R. Purycar of the honored
Yesterday in the county court
on sleeping care.. J. T.
Judge Lightfont received a petition publiahed in :Chicago. and devoted to United States court office here yester- Donovan, agent, Paduiats, Ky. G. C.
from people in the coesty, regeosting the lintel interests of the country. day received from Judge Walter Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
that a new road be opened from Ep- 'has ti.hie following •te, state regarding Evans of Louisville office, discharges
•
person over to Garritson's Chap..1. the, iss-w nuniagemeet to. taken over iv bankruptcy for Thomas E. Davis, GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
Th.t
Palmer
this
the
at
last
part
of
of VVIingo, Ky., and W. E. Ellis, of
-The petition for the new thoroughCOLORED PICTURE FREE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bollerthis city.
fare e as lodged. and William Yancey. menthe
Frank
Murphy,
'Mr.
steward
of
R. B. Anderson and Robert Parrish
Splendid Reproduction, in Sieteen
Hessig Distillery.
select as commissioners, to go over the Great Northern 'Hotel, Chicago,
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Therrsday
Paducah,
returnee
from
(Yesterday morning at the county
the prilliosed route. and report the
Every person wiro semis one doladvisability of opening the higlowly. eKy., wlw-re he closed arrangement for courthouse 'Trustee Arthur Y. Martin lar to
pay for a year's stibscription to
the management of the 'Palmer and Cecil Reed of the Dr. H. T.
Residence Phone 726
Horne, that city, in which he has ac- Hessig bankruptcy case, sold the the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St. Office Phone 369,
Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
proprietary
interest.
In
the
quired
s
"There was filed the deed of dedicaHessig distillery in Mechanicsburg to
tion wherein Thad Gish and Alex company' Mr. Charles need, tune of Philip Stephon for $6,000, tee per receive, ;obsoletely free, a beautiful
colored picture. 2.4 by 32 inches in 4444.4P+.4.41.4.4-4.40°.4.4.4.4.4.4.
4.441'464+4.4-4-4•4.4.44•41
Turner each give fifteen feet off their the owners of the property, and Who cent, of which purchase was cash
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
operating
the
hotel.
remains
has.
beeri
adjoining property in order there ran
down. while (he balance is payable. of the
Bride from the Home of
be wideria that member of feet the president. Others having an "inter- half in .six months, and half in twelve
Washington."
This picture is a
JOhn
"Roth
-manager
of
Mir.
est
are
public road running beside their
months. There was quite a crowd at direct
reproduction from the celeproperty. County Aefeseor
John the Great northern, and Jedge Henry the sale, the bidders being Loeb &
painting by Ferris.
Sixteen
Hughes was allowed 61,306.42 for hie Laughtin, principal proprietor of the Bloom, H. IMeiI & Sons, Dr. Hessig brated
services as asseseor of property fer Great Northern Hertel. 'Under -the and Philip Stephon. Loeb & Bloom Colors were employed In the process.
Palmer offered $5,975. H. Weil & Son offered Itie made on a fine, heavy paper, and
new proprietoretrip., the
county and state tax puropees.
will maibe, when framed and hung
will goo for
city,
of
the
leading
hotel
House,
property
the
while a magnificent
ornament for the home,
be enlarged to 150 rooms anti greatly Dr. liessig
$6,000 it possesses
himself
bid
Lusyette Smiles guardian for the improved."
an uncommon intereft to
Soule chiktree, was _permitted, ee_res -o-There are remove-that- neve bottle but being unable to pay the cash per- every American, as the central figure
iinburse herself from the allowances. may be bat and stinted, here, but centagg down, and give bent for OF in it is George Washington, standing
for money the paid out as tierce and there is nothing but street tells, with balance, his purchase was rejected at the portal of his Virginia home,
and another sale immediately held,
insurance upon the property con- nothing definite to aceredit it.
bidding adieu to be bride and bridge•
with result that Stephon bought the gtoom. The
trolled by her for the rektor children.
color work is highly orproperty
approved
segave
in. He
Forest P. Dexter and James S.
nate and- correct in every detail, as
TONGUE TWTETERS,
curity for the deferred payments. It are the
Tomlinson qualified as notary pubcharacter representations,
lics, filing their commissions they re- 'Some elocutionist has made a col- es believed he bought it in for sHettsig. costffines, etc.
The purchase inclu4es the distillery, The Tivice-a-Week
ceived from the governor.
Republic is the
lection of more than two hunted
chinery and alt the stock-.
The oldest and best semi-weekly family
There was ordered recorded a ntim- "tongue-twisters."
nvoney derived from the sale goes to paper in
ber of settlements made by guardthe country, and Farm Progians, administrators 'and ethers in "A growing gleam glowing • green" pay off the debts held against 'Hessig. ress, which is also published by The
charge of estates, children, etc. These "The bleak breeze blighted the
Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
•For Sale or Charter.
recorded bad lain over for the thirty bright broom blossoms."
monthly in America.
Remember,
Sternwbeel
steamboat, registered that you get both of these splendid
days allowed, While those butt made
were ordered to lay over for taht "Flesh of freshly dried flying 64 eons, entirely rebuilt Ifrom stem journals an entice year, and the beauto atern last simmer, past first in- tiful b1g colored
fish"
period.
picture, all for only
spection Srpt. r5th; boat is go7e271Aone dollar.
"Six thick thistle sticks."
xe•Mileet;
efigines
1ox3% feet, 2 6011eStsems 6 Per Cent. Investment.
Present subscribers may take ad"Two toads tried. to trot to Ted- ers 38 inches diamet1erx22 feet, allow'vantage
of this offer, by sending a
wo contrally located brick twri- bury."
ed 157 pounds, draws 22 incises light
story buildings, pay $1230 per year • "Give Grimes Jim'aogreat gilt. gig Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co., dollar and having their time marked
op a year. The Republic hereby
or 8 per cent, net, will increase in
Helena, Ark.
gives rrotice that this offer may be
value, South Third street between
Strict, ,strong Stephen Stringe
withdrawn at any time, and those
Broadway and Kentucky. avenue. snared • slickly six , sickly
silky
Pore Sale.
who wish the picture should send in
Two lots ;sch 181176, buildings in snakes." .
0000 loads of dry heatimg and cook
good condition; tenants A I, long "She stood at the door of Mrs. stove wood $1.25 per twoolidree, load offiscriptioes at once.
Remit by ipostoffice or express
'casco Will probably pay 8 per cent. Smith's fish sauce shop welcoming delivered promptly. Tel. 442, E. E.
money order, registered letter or
net for 20 years, $6,590 cash balance him in.
Bell Soso t3ao Solith Third street.
banlo draft. Do not send- personal
one and two years, safe and perman- / The first three are the • gems of
checks. Write names and addresses
ently.
Good
inveitment.--White- the collection. It is said to be im- 'There scents to be a hollow sound plainly,
and address.
more real estate agency, Fraternity possible for anyoue to repeat
them when I *neck here.' said the fallen SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT.
building. Both 'phones 835.
rapidly.— New York Tribune.
magnate, 'pointing to
his head.
The Republic. St. Louis, Mo.
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ON THIS IN SCHWAB CASE

MAUR., [FINGER & CO.
Undertakers
and Embalmers,

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE:

'1

NEW ROAD

REAt &TATE AGENCY

Abram L. Well & Co
FI,RE INSURANCE

•

Campbell Block.

s

cOnLSON,

slip
LUMB-1nm
Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133

, te

529 Broadway.

•

First-Clasts
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices !blamable.

is Jul Bielch,

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KT.

MON For The Register 1

•
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LASSIE TO GET- NO MORE PIES

AN EGYPTIAN
QUICK SHAVE.

S. P. POOL.

i

,
zeO111114111141114111111111•41411

L. 0. STEPHENSCIL

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.

"Give me a quick shave," said a man
who had wandered into a strangelooking barber shop In lower Washings..
4411ifFaiiisia.44 ton.
"Yes, salt," replied the Egyptian
BOTH'PHONES
2o3-ao5, S. THIRD sT.,
barber, who was stout and 'swarthy.
At the meeting of the Kitty league
NO. tro
He began to unbutton the customer's
PADUCAH, KY.,
Sunday at Centralia, Ill., there was a coat and
waistcoat.
full attendance and a good schedule
"Hold en! I asked for a shave," ex.
was adopted.
Paducah gets nine claimed the customer.
Sunday games and one holiday game.
"I shave you, sair," said the barber,
•
The latter will be on the fourth,of and calmly. proceeded to hang up the
July here with Mattoon—Charleston. wearing apparel.
Labor Day the Indians will be at
Them he removed collar and tie, unIT WAS
Vincennes.
buttoned the customer's shirt and
DISCOVERED IN
.
For a while there was a wrangle tucked it dorm.
MY rime- AND MAS
"What are you going to do?" deNEVER ZWEN
EXCELLENT REPORT FOR THE but the schedule, which was framed
in Cario, was changed to the satis-, manded the customer, now a little
II:QUALLED
PAST THREE MONTHS.
frightened. "Is this the way to give
iacti6n of all and adopted.
The sason opens May 3, and a quick shave?"
WALTER M'CLAIN CONVICTED.
"I n.ake you feel plenty of good,"
9. There will be
The Good Ladies Have Re-districted 132 games.
said the barber reassuringly.
..
BROTHKILLING
HIS
OF
Then he began to Strop a razor like
” the city and Named Chairmen
Paducah getsdile best of the milga
M'CLAIN.
BERTHOL
ER,
age, which for each team is as fol- a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
Except for Two Territories
handle containing a fan and a stiletto.
lows:
"He's going to cut my throat,"
Paducah, 3,816 miles; Cairo, 3,944;
thought
the customer. "I'd better keep
One
He Was Located in This City
Miss Martha Davis, thd secretary Vincennes, 4,164; ja.eitsonvilk, 4195; Quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
Mattoon-C
harleston,
3,948;
for the Charity club, has completed
Danville, is a Quick shave with a vengeance. I'll
Year After the Deed, and Now
the report, showing what has been
lose my train, anyway."
Mettatierf. L143ycl represented Paduaccomplished during the thonths of
Sent to the Penitentiary,
It was one alleviation that the barDecember, January and February by cah spd says when tke meeting ad- ber was not loquacious. He went about
the organization, also mentioning the journed all was harmony.
his work seriously and methodically.
He poured some drops of an aroma, Word yvItterclay from MaYfielt1 contributions of money and other
things
to
help
the
lc
'along
work.
tincture into a basin and carefully
McClain
had bee3
'ii that iIter
Manager Lloyd has been unable
given c;ght years in the penitentiary
The report is as follows:
to book exhibition games here witIt washed the patient's chest. The next
thing was to investigate certain moles
for killing itis' brother, .Berthol Mc- "From the county we have had
Memphis; Cincinnati et
clam and John Canter one year ad) 343 applicants and the amount of Pittsburg. Evansville wants Paducah and in one or two cases to pull out
hair; with a pair of tweesers and tip. at Lynnville, out in Graves county money spent during the three months to go there next month and other
ply a dab of ant:net-A.
was $189.4o. During the month of teams are in correspondence with
from Mayfield.
Then taking a gilt shaving cup InIt vnit be remembered that one December $51.6, was spent on the Lloyd.
scribtld with shorthand symbols of
Sunday about a year since, Walter city's poor. During the month of
Arabic he lathered the chest, shoulNIcClain was drunk out in the streets January 068.25 and February $i8i.o9.
and lower back of tbe neck of the
ders
Cario's
players will report sonic
o: Lynnville, in company with John The three months' work comes to
customer and proceeded to shave with
time
this
President
month.
Thomp$500.99.
brother
formers'
The
Canter,
the jackknife, which was fairly sharp.
Tile Charity club wishes to thank son dos not want the local team to
Berthol kficClain, tried to get the
"By the way, is thia an operation fox
come
in
before
the
15th
April,
the
of
public for its liberal donations.
intoxigated man to go home but he
appendicitis?"
asked the customer with
-refused, and in some manner Berthol Following is a list of contributions: which is too late. This would dile, mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm
the
club
only
two
weeks'
practice.
Elks'
The
Lodge, 600 bushels of
McClain and Canter got into some
an actor going to wear a low necked
They should be ordered to report
words as result of the brother's at- coal.
toga it. the forum scene."
AV).
lwarautZ,
Bernheim
Bros., Louisville, 5oo April r. President Thompson is now
to get the other woo to their
"I shave good Egyptian style," reTgLePtIONICMILli
in Mexico. The early practice last plied the other serenely, and fetching
nThce not far away. Enraged at bushels of coal.
season is what helped the Indians.
Capt. Moore, one ton of coal.
surmised injurious remarks Walter
a silver basin with a semi-circular
N. ,C. & St. L R. R., clothing.
McClain pulled his gun and comopening to St the neck be placed it unMr. Milton Sanchez, clothing.
promiscuously, with
menced firing
der the patient's chin and booked up
"Chief"
Uoyd
player
is
after
a
Mrs. G. Rabb Noble, clothing.
result that there dropped dead at
who is a traveling man. He is an a chain around the back.
Mrs. Beckenbaugh, clothing.
his feet his brother, Beethol, and
The effect in the mirror was of a cleoutfielder and
fast man. He can
Miss. Ora Clark, clothing.
Canter.
also hit. He once played in the Cot- rks to feed infants. Its object, howAss
Sinuott, clothing.
Of Padue-e,h, Kentucky,
Walter McClain skipped out, going
ton States and has decided to again ever, se st p be to catch the superMiss Sue Sleeth, $5.00.
flowed
in
abunda
that
lather
all over the west but finally last fall
play
ball and asked terms from ManMrs. Henry Rankin, clothing.
was located in the city of Paducah
m the upper lid and down
ager Lloyd. Terms have been wired. streams
Capital and Surplus $1/515,000l
Mrs.
James
Weille,
clothing.
the sides of the face.
at the residence of a friend on North
Paducah
Street Railway, $1o.
"Go ahead." spluttered the hapless
Twelfth
street
The sheriff of
Mrs. Michael, clothing.
McClain, Paducah's c:ever ournelti- customer, noticing a clock in the mirGraves county learned this, and comMrs. Dubois, clothing.
er last year, is
balking for more ror. "You've only been at this quick
ing here at noon one day arrested
ED, P. NOBLE, PRES.
Mrs.
Allen Asheraff, clothing.
money. Manager Lloyd will not pay shave for 35 minutes. Do you generally
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
the accused and .carried him back to
Mrs.
Roy
Dawson,
clothing.
letter?"
appointments
by
the
make
sum
asked
as
McClain
drew
good
the county jail at Mayfield, where
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Md. George B. Hart, provisions. wages last year and unless he shows
The face was shaved twice in the
the murderer has been confined ever
Mrs. Lesh, money.
up he will be black-listed. McClain space of 15 minutes, and the man in
TransaLts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays
since.
Mrs. Martin, money.
is a valuable man but there is a limit the chair had hopes of escaping. He per cent pet
All the parties connected with the
annum on time cernhcate oi deposits
dater, boxes in ire
Miss Vivan Rubel, money.
reciconed without knowledge, for the
to salary.
affair are well known young people
Christmas donations: Miss Henproof vault for rent at is to Sio per year as to size. You carry your own
yoked
continued
up
be
to
basin
infants'
of that vicinity, and have many
rietta Koster, toys; Lucile Overby,
Eddie Gilligan threatens to go to and the artist opened a box of surgical key and no -in/ out pout self has
friends here in Paducah. The killing
access.
toys;
Mania.
Mary
Terry
toys;
the
..outlaw league unless he gets "so tools.
(-rated great excitement at the time.
Starks, toys; Hannah Corbett, toys. much money." Well, Lloyd says he
One of these, a mirror and probe
William Minnick, coffee and has been sent a contract at last year's combined, searched the secret places of
COLUMBUS KNIGHTS.
salary, which was a good one, and the ear and cleaned It out. Another inJohnson,
Moe.
B.
E.
one
dozen
if he is not here for work he will be strument shaved the inside of the ear,
Jackson. Tenn., Brethren Think They
caps.
blacklisted for ever. It is reported which was then scented and anointed.
Will Install the a6th.
A new division of the city into that Cairo has been dickering with 'The same tool did •delicate Job on the
eyebrows, removing two hairs In the
districts has been made by the ladies. Gilligan.
tenter.
The Paducah brethren have been and the chairman mentioned, as folnotified that possibly March a6th will lows, for each territory:
"A dental surgeon, too," murmured
Win Pickering of this city has
Ix decided on as the time for instiNo. I.—From river west to Ninth
the almost resigned patient, as the
tt.ting the new Knights of Columbus and Broadway to Tennessee, Mrs. signed a contract to play the outfield barber pried his month open, scraped
for Mattoon on this coming season. the back of his teeth with a small steel
lodge at Jackson, Tenn., although it Eli Boone, nhairman.
has not been definitely selected. The
No. 2—River west to Ninth and The announcement comes as a sur- hoe and insertieg a roll of slippery elm
order is getting 'tip a big lodge down Tennessee street to Mechanicsburg, prise as it was known that Picker- bark used It as a toothbrush.
ing who did not play professional
there and the local affiliates intend James Gray. chairman.
The rights of privacy seemed much
to gh down in a body to participate
No. I.—Mechanicsburg, Mrs Will ball last season, was to enter the exceeded when the patient's tongue
game this year. It will be TellTleln• was seised by silver nippers anti
in the installation ceremonies. Just Farley, chairman.
tiered that Pickering was seen in a scraped by another lastrunient
whenever they are notified that the
No. 4.—nth
to I. C.
dates have been fully settled, they Broadway south to Bridge street, Vincennes uniform two years ago.
"I fix your finger nail in your foot?"
and that his fliffling was one of the asked the artist at this Juncture.
will make their preparations to go James Gray, chairman.
down.
No. 5.—Worten's addition and Lit- features of almost every game he
"No, no; you've done enough to me,"
He was somewhat exclaimed the customer. "Let the Peel
tleville, Mrs. Vandevelde, Chairman. participated in.
GUN CLUB SHOOT.
No. 6—Ninth street west to Fount- weak, however, in batting, although of my body aiOae I SUPP011a if I'd
ain avenue, Broadway north to Ter- it was predicted at the time of his asked for a hair cut, instead of a quick
Gun Club Men Think Their Opening rell avenue, Mrs. Jacob Wallersteiti, playing here that he had a good eye shave, you would have amputated my
and that with practice he would de- leg and trepanned my skull."
chairman.
Event Will Be This Week.
No. 7.—Rowlandtown,
"Egyptian barber; do everyt'ing,"
beginning velop into a hitter. For some reason
1 he gun club expects to have its on Bloonifield avenue, :AM Charles cr other he was not given a trial last was the calm reply. "I graduate
season. He is a brother to Dan school in Cairo."
opening shoot next Thursday after- Kiger, chairman.
The concluding operations were an
west to Ninth, Pickering of the Columbus Amerinoon at their grounds in Wallace • No. 8.—River
park, at which time a live bird event Eiroadway north to Terrell avenue, can association team and stands a orange dower scented face wash
good chance of winning a place with anointings of various sorts, combins
will be given, if the weather will per- I/r. Olivia Nelon. chairman.
Owing to the lateness of the sea- Mattoon. Clyde 'Holmes, who is said of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of tin
mit, being not too chilly.
The
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
grounds are being fixed up now and son no chairmen were chosen for to be a second Amos Rusie, has also hair, with perfuming, anointing ant
HA/
will be in shape 6or the summer's Nos. two and four, which ,districts been signed by Mattoon. Holmes combing. and a squirt of some fragrun
EVER
BEEN
OFFERED
TO
THE
nostrils.
Al
and
mouth
into
FUBLIC.
liquii
YOU CAN PAPER
Iscason of target and live bird shoot- will be looked after by Mr. James hails from Hillsboro, this state.—
this brought the total time for a quid A ROOM,
Gray, the investigating secretary.
Vincennes Capital.
ing:
SIDE
WALL,
CEILING
AND
BORDER TO MATCH
shave up to one hour and eight min
utes.
FOR THE WALL iii.U11 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO"What is the damage?" said the cus
RAL DEsIGNS THAT OTHERS Mitt SELLING AT 6 CENTS P&.
tomer as he was rectothing himself.
He felt himself in fact much freshened and nxhilarated after so mans ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY i%c PER SINGLE ROLL
and varte‘ttenttons.
01- 3 CENTS Pat DOUBLE fittlit-t. ALL NEW AND BiA-UTilrilL
"Twenty-five cents," replied the
swarthy artist, naming a higher prier DESIGNS. ALSO NICE. HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roc, isc, 104
than he charged to compatriots
"Say, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
ol u mb us, 0., March 12.—All is
it Clevelander has been forwardwoe in Cassie Chadwick's cell. This ing the viands to her, aid has been
receiving ,.the money therefor from
epicurean li;•risoner has been dissatis"rations„ Litt attorneys.
fled with the brand of
W..i.den Gould, as
soon as the
in prison here, and has been receit- imatter b‘c..nie public, stopped the
ing daily consignments •of pies and . shipments, and 1,creafter Cassie will
other delicacies from grocers and ;have fo be content with the kind of
bakers in Cleveland.
'food furnished at the prilion

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS

CHARITY CLUB
bl'CLAIN GOT
EIGHT YEARS.
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THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

•

OUR ELECTRICAL AND

OVED1 MACHINE DEPARTMENT .

123 N1 FOURTH ST,

•

Foreman -Bros, Novelty Co
"HONES 757

Incorporated.

peaal Sale
On Wall Paper.

•

the American, adding a ten-cent gratuity. But you ought not to advertise
it as a quick shave, old man."
"The quick Egytlan shave," said the
barber.—Washington Post.

4

Servant's Long Service.
The following announcement appears in tbe Geneva papers: "M. and
Mme. Kdouard Moaou regretfully announce the death of their faithful servant, Mlle. Gabrielle Thomasset, who
has been in the eeriloe of our family
for the last 76 years in succession."
The aged servant was 89 years old
at the time of her death.

Richard Carle, who will appear here on March nth in his famous muse al comedy "The Mayor of Tokio."

Church Saved from Sands.
'Ilte ancient clipreh of St Ptran
(Cornwall), which was recently Ma
covered in the sands at Pernui,
about to be rester id. •• The church
stands near an anclemt town of Cornwall, long since lost in the sands, and
is considered to be I tar the oldest
la the country.
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cough
He quit talking in the Rube way he wish to have here," she suggested, an infernal rascal. You know that
as of the world are mightier than cannons, sp.
PADUCAH.
KT.
did at first But the boys joshed him overawed.
well as I do. You are aware that that and expertness In financial matters.
Second
Footpad-An'
what
did
you&
His
face, pale now as death itself, pin does not belong to you.
•lot They all liked him. though. No
umiak
What I even to the expertneeS of a
was just as chummy as could be with looked reflective and he gave no an- would like to know is how you were would not impair the usefulness of tho do?
First Fbotpad-Oh, I displayed some
everybody, from Wattles down to swer. Miss Marcy, thinking he had able to describe It so accurately.'
representatives of the most denamendit of dat Japanese
magnanimity an' let him
forgotten it, repeated her remark.
Pete, the janitor.
"Then the optimist proceeded to re- 'government Nor,such Is the setemans go.-Chiesgo Sun.
•
"No,"
he
answered
firmly.
But It was funny to hear him.
late his previous conversation with the of opinion, need pantos* and wow
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers. ass
"Lk) you wish to dictate a letter to cynic. The young man listened
We'd be talking about something-it
affect
main
two
the
'
skin
el,smat.
de*
with
Domestic Needs.
wouldn't much matter what-when anybody" she asked.
keen appreciation. He did not get sew dipionsecy-etraightferwerdnelle.
Husband-Anything you want downNort birifth, Both Phone us.
He
hesitated
a
second,
evidently
pon- mad.
Tommy would chirp up: "A friend of
trankassa and honesty.
town to-day, my dear? Shall I order,
mine bark in Lichentrarg, Ed. Kemp- dering, and then answered as before:
" 'Sir,' he said, when it dune his
Ratidonco :04: Clay. Old.oes zip
some more of that self-raising flour?
esheas
Ume to talk, 'perhaps I am not such a IN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
Wife-We have plenty loft; but I
She
waited
awhile,
busying herself villain as you Milk. I could describe
It wasn't any use trying to break
wish you- would stop at an intelligence
him of it. He'd prattle on about the in making him as comfortable am she his pin because it belonged to me. I 'swims:As for the Prevention of office said order me a
self-rising servcould
under
the
forlorn
circumimancea
,
lost It live years ago. have been lookadmirable Ed. in spite of anything.
Interfering Careents Prove
ant gttil-N. T. Weekly.
Ed. (wild #.• W., and Ed. could do and then she inquired meekly, as if ing for it ever slime. I knew that I
SemeessfuL
that; Ed. was so-and-so and 'tether. afraid of a refusal In advancer "la should find It some time. In all these
Pastoral.
there
anything
you
want
done."
years, whenever I beard of a man findAnd his face would be all of a glow
St. Lads and Tonnessoa Divas P.
Mary be/ a little iamb
in order to prevent window messages
"I would appreciate it," he said ink anything, I have butted
Upon a famed excursion,
with pride. You didn't have the heart
et cos:pony—the cheapest amid boa
in with a from Interfering with one another, eneagerly in a Ush of returned vitality: description of that pin,
But Mary only sighed and wept
to stop him.
hoping that he Mistreat have been made to send oleoascarsion out of Paducalt.
BeellIMPS he waaat P•ratan.
He wrote to Ed. about once a week "If you would brace me up against might have it. I have been particular- trical waxes only in one disettlea, as
-N.
T.
Sun
the pillows and let me smoke."
17 halides to get it in the last two Wantons sithials ere even off from a
-when he wrote to his folks, but
She attended to his request, piscine; years. I am married now and I want concave mirror. Prof. Braun has been
A WIRAT PB,OTECTION.
there was only one time I ever heard
him say anything about getting a let- his box of black, thick c4ipus on the to get the opal set in a ring for my engaged in experiments of this kind,and
He lit one and wife. I thank you for returning it to In a lecture before the Strasburg CUter from him and that same night I table beside
saw him slip something into an en- puffed away as coolly as U h• had unI varsity AsmociatIon of Electricians and
til all eternity to finish it, his big
"The optimist listened, but he was! Naturalists he announced that these exvelope that looked to me Mire a money
black eyes fastened piercingly on the not convinced. 'I understand the sit-1 petiments had come to successful conerder, though I couldn't swear to It.
nurse. In the semt-darkness of the uation,' he said, 'but I still think you elusion. Prof. Braun's methods are'
So I had Ed. pushed at me for close room
C
his cigar and his Making black are a rascal. In MY opinion you have . based on the fact that three antennae are
It is a trip of pleasant oomfort
on to three years-and then Ed. came eye* made three .vivid
Jights--two of no right to that
at pin. I bought it yea I ranged in the angles of a regular triand rest: good service •
up to Chicago for a visit
tabhi.
them unnaturally height.
terday in good. faith, and I consider angle are excited by waves of the same
good. rooms, etc. Bosse
I. never saw anybody so excited
•• each
Nov and then he laid aside his cigar that it belongs to me.'
periodicity, hat of different phases. The
about anything in all my life as Tom- and moved his lips as if about to speak.
"Finally they submitted the question inventor states that one of the three
Viedeserlay and Saturday
my was over the news that Ed. was The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
3 p. oa.
to the rest of the men In car. Opinion antennae begins vibrating by 1-260,000
Skis ethic istermation apPy to Jan
coming. He couldn't eat; he couldn't, knowing if be spoke he would reveal
was diveded. home thought the young of a second earlier or later than the two
Roger. supsalMandent; Freak L
keep still
He hurried to see Mrs. the mystery that enwrapped him and
man :entitled to tbe pin. others that others, this difference in time being kept
Barker about a room for Ed. An,' disclose the secret that she dreaded Diogenes
Diews,
agog.
experiments,
had the best claim to it."
with an
up, according to
he even arranged to take him to din- but none the lees longed to hear. But
"I am surprised," put in the cone accuracy of aboutsone second in three
ner and then to the theater: then he he frowned, wrinkling his high fore- muter's
wife, "that there should be an; years. This will reeniti in different
was going to treat me to a sight of the lead, and fell to smoking again.
disagreement. Of course it belongsd te radiation according to the difference of
paragon-If I cared to sit up-and, of
Miss Marcy suddenly became aware Diogenes. The ethics of the eats! are the space, and by simply inverting a
course. I did.
that an awful battle was going on In as plain as a pikestaff to -aayboay ex. crana the direction of maximum effects
Highest price paid for secorel-band
It was close on to 12 reelosk when the dying man's heart, that some great, cept that young
Sainte) gets caught in the rain without
can be shifted by 60 or 120 degrees..
lean."
)e -got back. He rappel at the door overwhelming desire commanded him
his umbrella.
"Thanks." said the commuter. "That
_and-as, te-sentered 4 started -heels-el- to speak and that a pride equally ma- Wait
How be solvesthe prohlem.---Pli
the riellirsI saithled stnirepInioa
Why They
liest scared. He * looked pale and terful ordered him to keep his lips on."
Press.
phis,
Two young men with not mueb exqueer and had that old-dog look that sealed. This battle and the dread cirThere was a brief silence. Presently perience of horses west for a drive.
Buy anything and sell everything..
seemed* to say 'Don't hit me, please." cumstances amid which it was being the commuter's wife looked at her
Not His Fault
bus- During the ride the trorse happened
Then he said: "Bob, this is my fought awed her, touched her with a band's fl uhlied fare, at
tried to kiss the rosy /been,
.,8-32o Conn street. Old phone :3111.
his wilted cellar to yawn, and the bit fell out of its
friend, Ed."
Beneath that charming bonne&
sense of the terrible, almost of the and the tie beneath.
month. Two hours later a man passed
And yet I failed; I only touchet
So that was Ed.-that flaehtly supernatural.
"Why, where did you get that pin?" them and discovered both of the young
The tine compleldOn on it.
He threw away one half-smoked she asked. "I newer saw It before. An
dressed, pig eeed, loud-mouthed, cheap,
men waiting with their conveyance by
hey sport! That was what he was. cigar to light another and another, lift. opal net in a hold hand-well, upon
Moving wagon in connection. w.
the roadside. "What on earth is the
lug
them
away from his lips as if to ay eord! You don't mean to hay-"
Modern Conximience.
It was kind of pitiful to see the
matter? I passed you when I was
LktUe Girl (in church)-Why does so
way Tommy tried to head him off and begin his ominous confession, but the
"Yea" said the commuter. "I do. going out, and now when I come back,
many people put those little envelopes
steer him where he thought the fel- struggle- still continued, with the ad- I wanted the opal for you, but since
matter,"
here.
What's
the
still
you're
on th' contribution plate?
low might shine. If he had had any vantage in favor of pride, and he ut- you think I have no right to it-"
"Oh," replied one of the young men.
Little Boy-Themat,to keel the pengood points about him Tommy would tered ,not a word, not a syllable.
"Oh," said the comMuter's wife, "we're waiting for the bore* to yawn
nies from makin' as. much noise -N.
The night crep( on and on as if it "that's different."-N. I. Press.
certainly have brought 'em out. But
ANri
again, Do we can put the bit in."Y. Weekly.
It wasn't any use, and, I coulo see comprised all time as; if It were pur•
EYE, EAR, NOSE
Tatter.
J
1"
Tommy knew It wasn't, and wase41,1 posely delaying Its end for this man
The Old Question.
*A
THROAT.
.
broke up over it
to speak. The silence became unenShaba
"Don't you dad it a little embarrass.
Shade for Pete
No
Stubb-There goes
.11
Mies Flasher Nice and Residence. Rooms 3 and 41,
Ed. stayed a week. and Tommy durable, oppressive, terrifying, as it It lag to be engaged to a widower?"
you goodPat-I'm lather
* lie
duck to him like a brother. There might break any moment, without
Columbia Ititilding.
"Well, yes," admitted the young girl by, Mollie. It's in Panama ear Ina Bays she Is just tack from Newport
•
and her complextrin is as brown as a
wasn't anything he didn't do to mato warning, into a peal that would shake frankly, "I do. Every ones in awhile
Phone 1°41-Red.
four dollars a day workite on nut.
Shure,
foundation
the
of
the
hospital.
that skate have a good time. He
I find myself starting to ask him if I
_-411111
Penn-Yes, a ehestaat-Chicalla
Ills eyes burned brighter and bright- am really the first girl he ever loved." the canal looks like a gold mine beside
might have showed him off, but he
the $1.20 in Ameriky.
News.
didn't, and he bragged about him er, consuming the fires of his life as -Louisville Clourier-Jounial.
Mike-But Pat, do you mind that
they burned; then suddenly, at the
worse than ever-for a time.
Paniao is me et the hotted platoon
Thrif 7 Girl,
approach
of
the
dawn,
they
closed
Parinented Uquor.
forHe said to me: "Ed. has changed
CITY ATTORNEY
In the world? It is 120 in (the shads
Her-I'd never Jerry a penniless
The four states whioh, produced the most every day.
lame, but that boy has got a heart ever, his last cigar dropped from his
French or British duke.
month, an inscrutable smile flitted largest quantity of,fermented liquor la
flke an ox." Then he sighed.
, "You don't suppose thist. I'm such
Him-Clood tbr you.
"You're off, Tomuiy," I said. "He across his face as if to proclajm prides 1904. were New York, 10,8111,818 bar- a dommed fool MI to stay in ths shade
victory, and he passed away, taking his rels; Pennsylvania, 6,123,936 birrels;
,Her-Not If I could get an Ameriean R01121 13 ISM 14 C-0112111b111 Building.
ain't changed. It's you. You've got
secret with him, leaving his mystery Illinois, 4,632,44S barrels, and WtScao all the time, 4g you,%-iiitgasille at oil or mat larin, I nasan.n-ChiCagri,
Old Phone 100our eyes open since you!te been
Fun.
....
sagOlved.7-chicatto Dliii New%
Lun.
sin, 4,036,292 barreli,
lie,s,"-ChIcsgo Daily News,
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Beasts Ridden' by Their Owners
Without 'Whip or Spurs, Is
the Rule.
In many of the out of the way districts of Germany tot racing has long
been a very popular *sport.* The entrance fee for -the races is small, but
the beasts must be ridden by their
owners. The rider is not allowed to
have either whip or spur earl he must
ride his animal bareback, trusting to
his voice to guide the lmast, It Is hers
that the skill Of the rider.*came into
P4ke
everything depend* MOP the
trebling of the ox end the ability of
the owner to direct his movements.
As the oxen do not race on a traek
it is no easy matter .te guide them.
The MO course is a field. Whale' a
mile equate, the star'. being made at
one side and the intik at the other.
Sped is of Secondary importance in
the race. Lake
requires
accuracy, aid the rider wbe can force
Ms lumbering charger to go in a
straight line is certain to win.
Wasp all the tienapetitors are lined
up at the starting point the signal to
begin the race is given. Then the fun
commences, for, In spfte of the riders'
efforts, the steeds usually refuse to
head toward the finish mark. Besides,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that the onlookers are 2.1.
lowed to be 12 the field and may do
anything to interfere with the con
Mutants so love as the do Ike touch
aim or his beast Though oxen are
naturally the least excitable of animals., the noise ot the spectators 11001)
reduces them to•state of utter bewilderment Often an hoar will pass
Wen one of the oxen Is ridden under
the wire. The victor receives a small
money prize, which is nothing cone
pared to the honors brought him by this
victory, and the animal is decorated
with garlands of flowers. Among the
peasants great events are reckoned
from the time so-and-so won the ox
race.

THE COLORS OF SYRIA.

WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS.

tetarevious Warmth and-Depth Mart Terrifying Adventure with Six of
the Landscapes of That
•
the Big Brutes in East
Country.
Africa,
The crowning glory of a Syrian landHrs. L. Hinde, whose husband is subscape, however, is its brilliant coloring. 00mmiseioner of the British East Africa
Before I left America it seemed to me protectorate, has had the remarkable
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures experience
of being stalked by lions,
must be exaggerated, but they fall short tied the still more remarkable fortune
of the reality,says the World To-day. at
of living to tell the tale. It was on the
course, no artist can hope to reproduce Uganda railway,
in a spot historicfor the
the marvelous warmth and depth of the ravages
of man-eating lions, that Mrs.
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
abide met with the thrilling adventure
imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
Which she relates, says Blackwood's
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
Magazine.
but it would be almost as impossible for
Camping out, the party in which Mrs.
him to find tints that were overbrieht or
witeqould hear with horrid reguto arrange them in an order too daring Meth
the.screaras
larity
of the wretched victo be matched by the Syrian sun.
tim...2,00y were carried off for the
The very nights are full of color. The
metheaters' nightly repasts.
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
The camp was 70 miles from the nearto read a guide book: and, eves on a
est. lonnectiug link with the
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
world,.and thatmunioation had to he
far from any city.% glare, the starlight
has been so bright tB,Itt I coulame the, keit hP daily brontliv.satial runners. It
,the haftalt
hIp Woo MA
second hood of my watch stud could And
with'thiruadiere oa
graze
long
Is
the
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
most
A moonlit scene at home gives only Jhe Ike track, and, halving selected the
appetizing member of the party, to
Impression of light spots and
k
pounce upon him and carry him off into
spots; everything is black or w
or
gray, but here in Syria the moonlight the bush.
On one occasion, when out rospesak'bows all the colors of the rainbow. The
epee
green of the trees itnagrein, the red of tag, Mr. and Mrs. Hinds came
the tile roofs, the blot of sea and thy, party of a dozen lion*: pbeethIP the ilmoand the white of the distant mountains •atilnie troop. Mr. HASS INN -twice,
are softer and more delicate, but hard- dropping two of the belleta. He then
ly lemi distinet, one from another, than suggested that Mrs. Haiti'bona ride
back taisitaisp, "bile It• OSPostahlel the
In the sunlight
But the must eolors are the beet of UFO 11111110ithe might be dangerous,ems
all, especially where the asountains thoteirglietally hit r ;
After Whig foto/mattes hoes Mrs.
come close to the sea. I heletatis tocornpert Beirut with Naples: let We have as Hindi 1111121taill +beak lad saw di Of the
clear skies hero thesweep of the bay is lions eeltowlieg boot Valetwo Satire gun
much the Sante, and,'Instead of smoky bearers ran away,leaving bar unarmed.
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of Jame with her gala an hour from camp.
She set off at a fast gallop, the sais
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Sunnin,
almost twice as high as the Italian running by her side. In thedr.path arose
rhinoceros, which fled from
mountain, and for half the year crowned an
to the lions.
theMi
with dazzling snow.
Mrs. Hinde reached camp in safety,
while Mr. Hinde was held up by the
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST. rhinoceros, on which he did not venture
to fire for fear of turning it on Mrs.
How He Is Regarded by Peasants
Made.
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
BATTERY.

A

CURIOUS PROFESSION.

Body of Hen Under Direction of
Chief Who Applaud Actors
on the Stage.
The question of employing "ciaquers" in New York theaters has been
agitated, but it is safe to sax that the
American sews* of humor will never
permit this. The claque in European
cities consists of a small body of men,
under the orders of a chief, who undertake to applaud actors and actresses at certain times. The only one ot
the band who is remunerated is the
Wet. The men under him get the
privilege, of seeing the play without
paying for their seats. The "chefs
de claque" a the great subsidized
theater of Paris are oMcials paid by
the management no do certain work.
Their salaries vary from 300 to 500
francs a month, and for that sum they
are expected to take with them into
the theater at mull performance a certain number of men with big, strong
blade and fatelligenti enough to clap
when the are given- the signal by
their leader.
The claquer's work does not demand
latellect of a high order. The chief is
supposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
manager., to have talked with the author, and to have a very accurate idea
of the good otOnts of the play. The
men under him are scattered all about
the house ready to give a quick response to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently respectable. They are small shopkeepers, students of the drama and pupils
of the Conservatoire, with insufflelent
money to spend upon theater going.
it the opera they number 30. They
assemble every evening at half-past
seven in a cafe at the corner of the
Boulevard Haussmann and the Rue
Lafayette, where they crowd around
their leader and answer to their names
like small schoolboys. As each answers -present" to his name he re.
ceives a metal ticket upon which is the
number of his seat.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains double daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buffet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis,
Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tourist resorts of the Son* including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,

"Yes, they eell ma
cheerfully admitted the
the telephone switchboard in a large basin's'
house, reports the New York Sun. "It's
Wag* I'm inch an accomplished liar,
you how.
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
.0 "But, then, that is one of th4 tbettIP
Mardi Gras at New Orkaae Feb.
I'm pat* for; so it really isn't my fault
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gull
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
coast resort having the new, fine
most frequent 110.1 have to tall is when
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
I ant asked about'e dozen time' a der
ocean steamship sailings from New
If the preeldeiee hoe a privets hilephone
Orleans for Mexico, Central Amerioall-one not In the regular telephone
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
dfrectory,'you know.
Send or call for descriptive matter
"Of costae he kfil
itied. be In the inin regard to the above.
sane wimp if he
doesn't
It; but he
want everabody to know It The talHavana Via New Orleans.
he wesEettiag each a nuisance to
Havana, Cuba. is best reached via
ess ono thet a lot of them have
the Illinois Central thrones service
had to do this.
to New Orleans and the new oceaa
"Now, witha a anan's private tile.
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
phone rings he knows it really is a personal celt, as only a few people have
S. S. Prince Arthur
Is nuether, It is a direct csill from 'Can.
leaving New Orleans every Wednesfili.1' and de0 not(mote over the regular
day at coo p. m. and arriving at
office eirltchhottrd at all.
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
"Briery operator of a private switchboard**,olsos, every astairei.' Is
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
charged-With it'lesping these private teaDaily Sleeping Car without cthange
ephone numbers stri
Chicago to Hot Springs, with conPeople try lots
ways to
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
trona this info
of us, but
and Louisville.
the, don't s
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
"It saves
ly-this
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
having a pri
awyer. "I
south to New Orleans. The hese
reagy think this plan saved a* from•
via Nashville, Chattanooga and Atnervous breakdown last year.
lanta.
g is'My private secretary has charge a
the telephone supposed by the uninitiated to be the only one by which I can
be reached personally. Nine times out
of tea theleueselese can be settled without referring lio me. Occasionally, of
UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
course, I have to speak to the person myself.
THE ELEVATOR
English Writer Suggests That He
d "Bet there was•eine a few years ago
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
"Our priest," says the young Russian
Be Turned Over to the
And the Starter Who Shoots the Big
'hen I could nht dictate so muck as a
peasant,
who,
through
the
mouth
of
Doctors.
Erie Is the Wet--. Most Dreaded of
%ate to my stenographer without being
Projectiles Up in the
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
Interrupted half a dozen times. That exthe Whole Great Chain
Skyscraper.
•medical correspondent of the Lon- "The Night That Made Me a Revoluasperating little ting-o-ling has been
of Lakes. •
tionist,"
"had
been
the
priest
murderers,
that
suggests
Lancet
to
inour
elevator starter in the
the death knell to many a finely phrased don
the
said
"No,"
grandfather. All of us children, and
• letter. As for important documents, stead of being hanged, be turned over
The lake sailors think riey have
tall new downtown office building,"we-for experimentation. He de even our mother 40 years before, had
when dictating anything that required to doctors
Ten!-don't keep the cars waiting- nearly all the Oooagers and hardships
been
baptized
by
sires for science the tirtvilege of studying
him. He was a tall,
serious thought I was obliged to have
Oust-any more till they 1111 up-Seven! of the Atlantic seamen (except then
disease In the "laboratory of the human thin, hard-eyed old man, in a black
keep them going-Four!-all the poor pay) and other perils of their own
-we
an entirely separate room where I was
body," and thinks that with this oppor- gown; he had a long beard and stiff locks
time. There's never a minute here- besides, says Outing. They have no
as absolutely 'out' as though In my home
of
gray
hair
down over his shoulders;
tunity the scientist "could look forward
uptown
Eight!-when you can't get a car- tides-except every seven years, some
to almost endless •possibilities." Of his bony face was always tight and
Three!-whichever way you want to go say-but they have currents to consid"While, of course, I did not pretend
"Florida Limited"-Leaving Louisthese possibilities, observes the Phila- stern; his eyes were dull; his deep voice
er, currents that run in all aorta ot vide
-Five-up or down. You see—"
to speak to every person who called for
at 8 a. m, daily connects at
delphia Ledger, he neglects to set forth was slow and never had a glad sound
He was a trim young man, says the different directions at unscheduled Danville, Ky., with solid train of
MO on the telephone. still I was called
details, although mentioning transfer- In It. He had no friends, but just rode
New York Sun, in a trim uniform, and intervals. They have no banks of Pullman sleepers
very often. It is very different now.
vestibuled
and
ee,e of bovine tuberculosis and the along the mountain roads alone; all of
stood on the opposite side of the open Newfoundland, but they have fogs; for
he
Only a dozen or to persons know my PriChattanooga and Atlanta,
coaches
spread of cancer as profitable and inter- us children, and even the old people,
via
space in front of the row of elevators. instance in the Straits of Mackinacests call, and sometimes my telephone
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a,
esting problems, the solution of which were afraid of him.
Here he was out of the way of the people full of reefs, islands and other vessels..
Apse not ring more than once or twice
"Once,
when I was very small, I was
would be promoted by this plan. He
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
but could see every elevator and every Worse than that, they have forest fires
Irg lay.
would use the murderer as a field for the driving a goat, with my little sister on
Dining car
which send tbikk clouds of smoke for day, without change.
Surely
him.
see
could
runner
elevator
"The telephone is a mighty good serv- malign
microbe, and turn his tissues his back. The old goat was so solemn
en
serves
meals
route.
all
many
across
water,
miles
the
stinging
there was something doing here all the
ant, but with one's name in the public later
into•jousting piece for a tilt with that some rich, fat merchants driving
"Florida Special"-Leaving Louistime; but still in the midst of it all the the eyes and blinding them.
telephone directory It soon becomes a •the besedeeet
opposing gotta Science, by stopped and laughed. The priest was
ville
7:45 to rn, carries observation
lake
Erie,
smallest
one
the
of
but
two
word
say
or
time
a
found,.
starter
to
hard master."
ith them. When they laughed he, too.
looking on with eye alert, would referee
the group, is considered the worst of sleeper daily except Sunday, Louisanswer to an interested visitor.
In
"Yes, our house number la private," the e
cdertoed make record of result*. tried to smile, kindly at us. That was
"You see," he said--"Six!-we have a all. Lake Sueprior is deep, over 1,000 ville to St. Augustine, without
geld a woman who has many social do- Met
oe° sweet is the faith that In the only time I ever law him try, and
mane brokers in the-Ten:- feet in soma places, reaching 600 feet change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
good
.. ties. "and we guard It as we do the fam- the conespondent
the
smile was just • grin, with no life
abides, be Is confident
building, and naturally they don't- above the sea level and 400 net below, arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
ily Jewels. Only our own direct ditto the murderer
would acquiesce in the in it There was an old story that his One!-want
to lose any time getting- but Lake Erie in its deepest spots is m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
of friends are able to reach us by tel- scheme cit dying slowly,
rejoicing not to wife had nota been afraid and had sevenf-to and from the street, and It's only about 200 and in most parts much next day. From Danville this
is
ephone.
have his last pang aecentuattel by the bossed him, liut even she got worn out
juststhe same practicolly-Nine!-with shallower. Accordingly one of those solid train of drawing room sleepers,
"As some one said to me the other day, presence of the ur.eultured
end ran away. He never opened his
hangman.
everybody; nobody likes to wait, and so sudden and furious storms kicks up a composite car, observation car, etc.
quite the height of moders Intimacy is
The proposition Is not new, nor, for mouth except for two things. Either
we try to accomo-Six!-date them. It tremendous row, so that between the Dining car serves all meals en route.
reached in the interchange of private. reasons easy to cite, can It be
made he spoke to Cod, chanting prayers and takes a little more power, but not- very choppy sea and the constant deeVia this "Land of the Sky"-Pulltelephone numbers. And it is true.
oprative. That the chance of being de- masses or else he spoke to the peasants,
Three!-much, and it Is convenient for ger of running aground the lake cap- man sleeper leaves Louisville at
"Yotearould be surprised to know the voured by cancer or phthisis would, as growling: 'Pay, pay.'"
7:43
the people. There is never a minute tains dIslikeglake Erie in a blow more p. m. daily,_ running through to
lengths Some people would go to discov- an alternative, be seized with eagerness
than
any
other,
for,
as
with
sailors
can't-Five!-get
you
when
car
here
a
er the number of a private wire. Why, is an assumption that fails to appeal
Knoxvilk, where connection ie made
to
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS. coming or going on any floor-Six!-We the world over, it is not the water
would you believe it our stable is often the judgment, tempered as this
at 9:35 a. is. with through sleeper
mast be
(which 11 their element), but land
keep the cars moving."
Lolled Up, and whoever happens to an- by humane impulses. And it is of lit- tn the Orient Wearing of
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, CoTrousers Is
And so he certainly did. What Grid- which they tear.
swer is asked for our house number. tie conaequesce The change
lumbia an'd Savannah, arriving at
would be
the Exception Instead of
ley and Bragg did in the way of firing,
Yes, our telephone is now Just what it the substitution of torture for quick disJacksonville at 9 a. m.
the Rule.
in response to those historic orders- WHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
originally was and just what it should patch,and be on a plane with the
Chinese
"You
fire
may
when you are ready.
be-41. convenience and cot a ntusance." method known as "the death bf a thouIf there is one thing presumably cer- Gridley," and "A little more grape, Capt. Differentt Storiee That Were Told by
sand cats," a title grimly explanatory of tain on this earth, in tne opinion of most
Bragg"-was nothing to what the startthe Dry Goods Merchant and
Haidou Names in Other Lands.
the process.
Good returning until May 31st, are
of us, it is that skIrus are essentially er was doing here. standing back of his
His Clerk.
When a woman Is married in this
now on sale at low rates.
feminine. and that tea special feature battery of elevators and firing, at the
country her maiden name is seldom
liressates in Ancient Times.
of masculine attire is a bifurcated gar- rate of'three shots a minute, enormous
An
old
woman
once asked in a dry
Mentioued. litany people to whom she
Carrying message* In olden times ment. But nothing is further from the
projectiles through guns of a caliber goods store to MI shown some silk. •
ale very well known have never heard it. called for much ingenuity.
Buffalo
the
affirms
Commercial,
truth.
"Nothing
ndver heard of on land or sea, and keep- young clerk showed her some, saying: 4' Going via Asheville any! "Land ot
la France, on the oontrary, there arc In the world," wrote Herodotus,
"is which prcceeds to prove what It asserts. ing this firing up, not through a single "We can do this for
you at $1.60 a ,tbe Sky" and "Sapphire Conntwr
constant reminders of the earlier dig- borne so swiftly as messages by the
To this.day the majority of the male ele- action, but day after day and week in and yard." The woman asked
for some and returning via Atlanta and Chatnity. In Beigith&nuerringe does not ex• Persian couriers." They had over
a ment of the human race, so far as it week out.
thing
better,
but the clerk replied that tanooga or vice versa.
tingulsh it, for many married women hundred stations, each a day's
Journey wears clothes stall, is skirted. The man
For the "Land of the Sky," "Winthey had nothing better. Whereupon
erten combine the old name with the from the other, and a regular service
or woman who goes east will see skirted
ter
Finance.
Low
Homes," rather handsomely ilthe
proprietor
came
forward
and
said:
n4n. Moreover, they put the maiden of riders carried messages to
and fro men everywhere-Arabs, cashmeres,
"You must excuse my assistant, ma- lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
George Ade was listening gravely to
nano last, thus giving It the greater at the rates of from 60 to 100
miles a Punjab., Burmans, Chinese, Japanese, a compliment. At the end he
dam; he Is new to the business. Here, address any agent of the Southern
said:
distinction. We can illustrate this by day. They had their "through
cou- Malays, to mention only a few. "The
"Thank you. You remind me of madam, is • superior article, $2.60 a Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
supposing the custom to prevail in this riers," too, for in the case
of a ape trousers of the western world, though something. A little while after the yard. It It were
not for the fact that P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
country. In that case Miss Brown when daily confidential message,
the text they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed appearance of my first book I went .o I bought it some
time ago we should A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
she married Mr. Robinson would have was tattooed on the shaven
unalterable
as the Pyramids,aretut spend a week In.& summer resort
head of a and
out- have to charge you :3.75 for, as you Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. &
Aar visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob- man, whose hair was allowed to
C.
grow a passing fashion in the history of male side of Chicago. The landlord of the are doubtless aware, owing
to the re. Rodte, Cincinnati, 0.
inego-Brown." This double barreled before he began his journey,
so that attire," says a writer in the Boston modest hotel said to tee:
rent
epidemic
among
the
silkworms,
arrangement does not give the Belgian his letter might be concealed
until he Transcript. The fashions of the east "'Mr. Ade, you are . literary man, the price of silk has
iacreased snots
wife a better social status than the reached his goal, -w
here, of course, he endure, while those of the west are ever I believe?'
TOUR EUROPE. FREE.
mously of late." The customer took
English wife's. but it is very soothing would be reshaved.
changing. That is true. Yet the bifur"I
blushed
and
silk.
smiled,
A
and
few
answered
the
days
later the same
to feminlee pride.--London Chronicle.
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cated garment-the forked radish style that I had written ra few
trifles. noth- Q1A___Weetten Calne_fte and asked fox
NineBoers Bever,
-commends Itseif- trothe progresetre ing more.
teen Young Women Abroad
some
clerk
The
tape.
said,
As
Wisdom of the Chinese.
gliblly:
In a letter to an English friend • Japanese of to-day. Men who do things
Its Quests.
"'I have several literary men stop"Here are some that we can let you
•
The verbal wisdom of the Chinese South African farmer writes:
"Many In war, athletics and business in these ping here,' the landlord
went on.
have at 16 cents the dozen yards. If it
has become proverbial, and appropri- of the egbting Boers have
The Courivr-journal Is conducting
told me they days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
"'Well, I'm rather glad of that,' wasn't for the fact that we have had a
It
enough,
shows itself prominent- are quite willing to erect a statue
at*
popularity contest that eclipses anyto almoner'. When the western races said 1.
ly te their proverbs,, Many of these have Oen. Buller', memory in
It in stock some time we should have thing of
this country. cease to hustle and sit down to meditate
the kind ever promoted in
"'Yes,' maid the landlord. 'I lIke to charge 25 cents. for, as you are
already been translated into English, They declare he Is the
this section.
only man who they may discard trousers and revert to literary men. They never
Briefly, the Courierdoubtless
object
aware,
here
to
are
owing
a few more,from a canoe- came out to fight them in
to the recent
but
a straight- the ancient oriental styles.
paying In advance. They are used to epidemic among the tapeworm's, the Journal proposes to take on a seven
., goo by Herr Bruno Navarra, pablibbed
forward manner."
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
IL'"-Washington Post
price of tape has gone up enormously."
in Heidelberg, which may be weIcbme:
women from Kentucky and South-crn
Navies
All
Growing
Larger.
4
It was then she hit him with her um"It is better not to be than not to le
Pride, Not Anger.
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
Sop to Cerberus.
About half d century ago England
Drell*.
anything:. "Repentanoe is the dawn
Miss Prism-Don't let your dog bits
day the party leaves Louisville, July
Minute-What
have
you
on
that
platook
notice
of
fleet
one
only.
the
virtue,"
"Elan
of
the highest tower as, little boy.
la, until it returns to "The Old KenFrench. Now things have changed. card?
Railway Cars in India.
stands as the grousd." "Man thinks he
Little Boy-He won't bite, ma'am.
tucky Home," Aug:ist 29. To give
Subbube-It's a motto. 'Down with
Japan
bars
revealed
her
naval
power;
times
Hot
knows everything, but woman knows
in
Irdia
have
led to
"But he is showing his teeth."
Norway."
all
a chance the Courier-Journal has
has
good
Italy
a
Wilhelm
fairly
navy!
better." "Even the mandarin of the
unique ear construction. lb passen"Certainly he is, ma'am, and if you
"What do you care about Norway?" ger cars have double
,r-Gertnany and has anfirst cleats ha* pole. relations." "The had is good teeth as he has you'd ;I rile., ov:
roofs, the one divided Louisville and Kentucky and
"Oh, I've just hired a Swede cook."- from two and a half
nounced that the cettntry $ future .welcaner of idols never worships idols; he show 'em, too."-Stray Stories.
to eight inches Scluthern IneNana into eighteen disPittsburg
Post.
tare
must
be
sought
for
on
the
seas;
knows too well what they are made of."
!above the other. The upper roof is tricts, and the most popular yoimg
Atte United States wish to have no
continued from the sides about 211 woman from each district is to be the
d'A day of grief le longer than a year of
Pity of It.
Discovered.
!Inches, forming an awrIng over the one to make the tour. The nine307." And so on.-T.P.'s Weekly.
"A pretty woman's lips," remarks* rivals On the ocean and Russia is bepatron
-Why do they call this place
upper part of the windows, Another teenth y-t,urig.woman ii to be selected
the sentimental youth, "remind me of ginning to rebuild her fleet.
a chop house?
peculiarity of the Arst and sefetind-chuas in another way.
He Rowed, She Steered.
Readers of the
arose."
Welter-Why, sir, I supposeFat, Meaty Part.
The boat drifted on the clear lake.
card Is the servants' comaartment at Courier-Journal are to select th.
"Yee," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "and
"Oh, don't trouble about It -I've each end, as almost
"Huzza!" cried,the first old man,
eve, passenger guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
Tke man and the maid werreatient and her tongue reminds me of the thorn."
smoothing the near itealskin cuff of his found out. Bring me a hatchet f r Lakes at least one servant with him.
estimated that the trip alone will
a little sad. "Dear," be said, "will you -Chicago Daily News.
will
steak,
you?"
this
--Cleveland Plate
overcoat. "I have a part that silts me
neat with me always-down tne stream
cost the Courier-Journal about $15.Dealer,
No Courthouses There.
,
perfectly seriset."
of life?"
Big Inducement
000 to say nothing of incidental and
"This seems like a pretty healthy other necessary expnses There may
"What is it?" asked the second
"The sante'ne now'?" she whispered.
Dolly-Every time you call, yot
. Disconsolate.
country," said the tourist "What dis- he a young woman from this section
"The situ* as now," sold he.
make love to me. I'm getting tired of heavy.
About the most disconielate looking
"It is the part of a recluse, and In
ease do most, people die of out here?" who is a candidate for this tour.
"I will, gladly!" cried the young girl. it. Hew can I induce you to stop It?
woman we know anything about I. the
"Well," replied the western native, Write the Courier.Journal, Louisville,
Be, you see, was rowing, doing all
Cholly--Marry me and I'll promise the second let I have to cook and eat woman who holds the team while her
late hard work. She had the helm. saw never to make love to you again.- a mesr of real buckwheat cakes and
"y0b might call it kleptomania, but Ky.. for a list of candidates and full
husband does the "trading" in a as,
we got a different name far it."--iltrep details of the tour.
rtaimsa.-MinueaDolia JourneL
sausage."-o-St. Louis Globe-Democrat. loon.Olevelend Leader.
Lon Lobe.
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Cairo, 32.6-1.3 fall.
'hb.Capt. Jame i drown has gone • to
grocery
FOR SALE—A good
Cincinnati, 18.8-2.t fall.
brother,
his
visit
to
county
Calloway
in a good part of
Located
stock.
Evansville, 17.9-2.7 fall.
Mr. Reese 'Frown, who is quite ill.
the city. Reason for selling, change
Florence, 5.0-1.1 fall.
returned
of business.
MT. Robert 'Has has
Johnsonville, 9.5-1.5 fall.
Address,.Box S. S. Paducah, Ky.
from a month's stay in New Orleans.
Louisville, 7.6-0.3 fall.
from
returned
has
Luft
Mr. Jack
brick
Owensboro, Mt. Carmel, 10.4-1.7 fall.
FOR RENT—Eight-room
spending .a • week/ in
Nashville, 13.5-3.2 fall.
for
bath,
with
End,
West
in
remained
residence
chit,'
and
wile.
where Ins
Pittsburg, 4o—o.3 tall.
etc. Apply to L. S. DuBios.
a longer visit
Davis Island [3.am, 6.3-04 fall.
MY. 'Bert King, the Musician, went
St. Louis, 18.2-0.8 fall.
TAKEN UP—Stray mouse Colored
-to Eddyvillo rind .Kuttawa to arrange
Mt. Vernon, 18.o-3.o fall,
mule, three years old, very poor.
of
shortly
there
* appearance.
Paducah, 23.0-1.2 fall.
Taken up t'hree miles out on Bland"ears orates:or that will give conville road. Ring old phone 1014'
certs.
There got out of the Tennessee
and
Donovan
Frank
John and
river this morning the steamer Clyde
FOR RENT—Front room, furnace
James Mulvin Sunday night ,left for which will lay up until tomorrow
sic) Wa&hington St., Telephose
heat,
their
resume
teL
Ill.,,
Bourbonnais
afternoon at five o'clock before skip- 1832.
collegiate stue'es OS were closed ping away on the return trip.
temiserarily several weeks ago when
gets out for
The Dick FrovIer
WANTED—At once, good cook.
fire destroyed the institution that has Cairo at eight o'clock this morning
41•••••••■•••••
Good borne and wages to, right pernow arranged to again care for its and comes back tonight.
4
son. None but good cook need
students.
UCAH'S BEST VOCALISTS
The Buttorff left yesterday for ply. 822 South Fourth street.
Rev. J. S. CI ek and wife have left Clarksville. She come, hat* tomorD FUNNIEST COMEDIANS
Hot Springs, \r1,-., and gone' to row and then gets away for Nash;
-new
songs and original jokes. A
opportunity
In
Fine
Boarding house:
Waco, Texas,' • ',it.
ville.
melange of happy surprises.
16 rdoms, sewerage connections,'
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville electric and gaslight, several board-'
Ihrs. J. -C. S ..o.tder and son, John
GRAND AUGMENTED
have gone to Louisville to have the yesterday and comes back tomorrow. ers to Start with; three blocks
ORCHESTRA.
Evansville
Today's boat in the
latter's eyes treated.
Broadway. Possession Aprit 1.
S.
is
the
John
trafie
to
tlopkins.„returned
has
Miss lila Culley
ply to Jno. D. Smith. Jr., 08
An olio pf novelties, including mon •
The Stacker Lee leaves Memphis Third St.
her eolkge studies at St. Vincent
ologues, dancing, quartet singing,
today for Cincinnati and gets here
after spending several days here.
instrumental solos and
up.
way
on
or
her
Friday
--The evening algiFf
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
Mr. Franld Smith and wife have re- Thursday
The Peters Lee got by Sunday en able-bodied unmarried men between
Presiding Elder -4L--AirrAillimol pf turned from 'New Orleans.
ILLUSTRATED BONGS
route from Memphis. to Cincinnati,- ages--of 21 and 35; citizens of the
strict'lieethodhst
the Paduc
Mys. Wigie Weak& of Hopkins- and should reach the latter place tocnockading with the funniest farce
Ittliaglei'An'"A dile, 'has -arrived here to visit.
churches, will
United States, of good character and ,
ever written.
morrow night late, so she can start temperate habits, who can speak,
Trip to Europe" t the Broattway
Masand
Miss Elizabeth Hamlett
way.
her
of
on
this
return
Thusday
auspices
r
and write English. For informetion
Methodist
TO
ter A. M. St. John, of Hendorson, The Saltillo left St. Louis
ty for beneyesterCirand street parade on day of
theiloroe
have arrived to visit Mrs. Roy Iv. day and gets here tomorrow morn- 'apply to Recruiting offices, New
d.
fit of th
Richmond House. Paducah, KY.
tarinance. See hand bills for further
,
*Kinney
ing early en route to the Tennessee
f the N., C.
—Sup
particulars.
Hoffman, of MadisonMiss
Carrie
fiver.
'been chosen
St, L
home after attendreturned
has
,!.
vi.
The City of Savannah is due to- Lawyers Taylor inci Lucas that he •
chairman of t e committee composed it! • college here.. •
'are'
out of the Tennessee ter was over there and wanted to see 'Mr. ,Clyde Cooper has gone to
morrow
'who
road.
sr/frif
t
.-elks. Dr. J. W. Pendlesi and youngatiaM7
of
Mesdames T. R. fryer and -W. G.
erect
them. The attorneys went over and Louisville, -Cincinnati
Louis.
St.
to
for
fund
ioth
and
the family
other
est
getting crosZortutsnn
daughter
visiting
from
returned
have
Ifnight
c•,rried along with them unbeknown points for a month's absence. on hasi- of Justice Mt B. Tapp. ofsthe Wooda ;nottifirrattititiverothe grave of the Mrs. James Handett, of Fulton, Ky.
•
to Bean, Deputy Sheriff William MSS.
ville section of the comity.,
Presickdt Thomas.
Editor James A. Shaw, of the
Lydon,wbo was then in office. The
—WillINIfaCtsdrigton is preparing Bloomington, (III.,) Chautauqua Relawyers' got Bean down onto the I.
Jellerson
to rillea44
view, will 'be here today for
C. transfer boat to talk the case over
*
street—
purpose Of again taking up the questhem, when suddenly the
with
I is quite in at tion of giving a chaetauqua here next
Allie
(Continued From First Page
sheriff
Ik•Wo fh ttettdeputy
walked up and served
the
June'' '
.1.
feast)/ is the,father
the documents on Bean, who was
Mr: -Charles P. Trotter, postoffice be caught inside this state and the
*irI'bay thiturrived Satut- inspector From Washington, was here summons served on him. If he is then brought on over here. The
of
day tillorningiott4300,41mma op South Saturday. 'He was down in this sec- outside the state he does not have rear end of the transfer boat projecting out from the Illinois bank
The most despised dnellpery of housekeeping is the cars of the
Fifth street.
tion investigating the charge that to come unless he wants to.
was within the territory of Deputy
several
--aertntry's: alog ard, pony .show Hon. ,J. C. Speight.
fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they proRepublican
in
charge
the
engineer
He being
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
passed thrcregts hcre ye5t4rday en - -boss.- of the First district, had sold or The train dealing out &stir and Sheriff Lydon, as officers on this sids
route south.
the Clinton, iCy., postoffrce appoint- injury on the Dawson trestle his evi- of the river have jurisdiction to the
low water mark over on the other
—Mr. Jerome Smith, of the boiler ment.
ip,.. elit,:f
dence was needed, and then .also hc
staking dpttanta% `, at "the I. C ' M.r. Henry HotudiVilkhe Boston was made a co-defendant in the suit_ side.
• Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
Lawyers Taylor and Lucas claim
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Mr.
did
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claims that he made an agreement,
went with the big steel concern of the city and expressed regret that his with Lawyers Taylor and Lucas, Mr. Cot the contract, and nothing is dile
ed their West Stevenson,
Pittsburg, Pa., as traveling repre- company had not n
Mr. Flint and Miss him.
sentative.
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whereby
Nichols,
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cent.
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cutive committee for .the labor carni- Biloxi. Miss., after
gotten against the railroad in these
Capt. B. B. Davis Selected to Take
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cated after leaving -Iliere and Where mental in getting the engineer back the work and $20,000 for steel
loan easilr-roneiffegging whisky
he stayed until he went to the Fells
_ in this state. Attorney Lucas con- cases and furnishings.
without a license.
tinued that while working dOwin in
City.
It the W. o. W. dassee at Flow- Col. Mikie Griffin the tobacco buyer Mississippi, Engineer Bean came in
ers' Hall, March 13. Admission so
at Murray spent Sunday vfith his a roundabout way to Brookport,
opposite here, and sent over word to cents. Ladies free.
family here.Rev. W. W. Armstrong has re- IIMMINIMMIE!!MMMturned from a several day's trip to
Glasgow. Ky.
to
Miss Muriel Brown has gone
visit.
a
for
iMisditonvige. Ky.,
True.art
'Mrs. Wm. Snyder and daughter.
- AL
ancernorale0
Miss Maggie. have returned iron,
Cairo.
ip
OLIVER, OLIVER & WGREGOR visiting
Miss Bernice Board, of Central
City, goes home today after visitOsg
Office
Superior Facilities for
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Board.
Amommeasi
went
yesterday
Brown
and Monroe
ry
2nd
Mattie
-Miss
Handling Freight, Machine
court
base
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OFFICES: Beaton. Ky, rear
to Morganfield to attend circuit
Both'Phones ii
And Household Goods.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cesnistar, Work (Usa
Marshail County; Paducah, Ky, as stenographer.
Lawyer Charles Grassham yesferRoom 114 Fraternity Building.
on
Old Phone 3o3 day went to Bowling Green, Ky.,
New Phone tra.
business.
Mrs. Sydney Smith has gone to
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Barton, Tenn., to visit.
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHIT'S, UPON EXPOSNew
to
went
Mr. Henry Dryfus
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITE/ MSS; does not beSunday ntght on business.
OFFICE rip NORTH' FIFTH York
dark and discolored. •
come
Princeton,
of
Mr. John J. Kiger,
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
Ky., was here yesterday.
TELEPHONES
Maud
Miss
Miss Lulu Baker and
ose.• 251 Ixmon
_
lailidents
--of—Mayfield,--have returned
issiminmom
home after visiting here.
Mr. Clay Lemon, of the Mayfield
• ' SOLE AGENT, r6a9 TRIM31..LIC ST;., PADUCAH, KY
Messenger, was here yesterday on
business.
tiummummastimmum:••••=menntmr
My. Felix G. Rndolph has returned
Wickat
days
several
from spending
liffe.
Miss Katie Lee, of near Ragland,
Ky., has returned home after visiting her cousin, Miss Bertha Crawford.
,
'Colonel Gus. G. Singleton is in
Clarksville, Tenn., for a few days.
Mr. G. W. Woolford and wife, of
Inondale, Mo., are visiting- the lattc?.s daughter Mrs. A. R. Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Utterback
0 t h
e 1 e 0
7 110 n
have returned from a trip to Mem5 40
Tenn./

Wednesday Night,
March 14.

and Colds is

Gil

Fen way
Horehound
Drops '

instrels

in 5-cent bagi at

NS
ERSO
M'PH
Drug Stcrie.

l'O

LOCAL :N&WS•

It pays to btpr the bezts.1
watch you can afford.
Anyone can afford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our floods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show youJ

_L._WOLFF,

15t
I ••

Jeweler, 327 Broadway

25t

•••=1.1.11•••••••

1

WORKED GAME

NattoWashingOishos

At

• •

HotigWater orSteam System

d D.Harinan•

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence.=

It Appeals to the Artistic and Unwed Class NA
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

-1 NEY
A. 13. ,kb

Paducah Trginsfer Company
General Cartage Business,

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. L11ILLER.Agent

520 Broadway,

•

it
4

PhDIICAN, KT.

LAWYER S.

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

11.1.Rivers,M. D.

_

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
1/6 Fraternity Buildin

•F R
IMPURE
BLOOD
and
, BOILS/

Office Phone,484-A
Residence Phone, 323

TA K E sunninutat

WALKER'S

SARSAPARILLA,
$1.00 Per Bottle.

FoOSale at Once.
Bed room, dining room, kitchen
MADE BY N
furniture. Piano and sewing machine.
.Mrs. U. H. Wilcox. 3r0 North Ninth
street
r.\
.
INCOlf&ORATt..D„
Dr. Hicks' office, 609 Broadway.
04
Fifth rind B'way. 'Phone 432 . Residence 1627 BroadBrvggists.
,
way. Phone 'ego.
Both Phones in.

R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. .„
•

4 -•
10144 '

Green River Stone

ohn'S. PorteousliMarlAe, Granite
and Stone Work.

4

•

Lump 113c Bushel.
Ng.. 12c Bushel•

TRAD[WAT[11 COAL
West Kentucky Coal Co.
PROMPT DELIVER,.

Foot of

OHIO

Street.

.)

•

•

